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The Entropy Productions and lrreversibility of Markov Processes 
Minping Qian, Peking University, Beijing, China 
The probabilistic definitions of  entropy production and its density are given for 
stochastic processes. It is shown that for stationary processes the entropy production 
as defined always exists (possibly infinite) and is independent of time. For Markov 
chains with finite states and diffusions we give explicit expressions for entropy 
production and its density which agree with those given by physicists and chemists. 
For stationary diffusions, a probability interpretation for the current velocity (defined 
as in Nelson) is given, and it is shown that the entropy production density is just 
the product of  the current velocity and the force. 
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Stochastic Models of Cross-Connect Systems 
Donald R. Smith, AT& T Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ, USA 
A cross-connect system frame is a piece of  hardware that allows arbitrary pairwise 
connection of  communicat ion links incident on it. It may be thought of  as a slow 
switch which is typically used in special service applications (here connect times 
are measured in months). 
Often, multi-frame systems are necessary to accommodate circuit demand. There 
are a number of  interesting performance issues pertaining to multi-frame systems, 
such as the proper interconnection topology, the number of interconnection links 
necessary between frames, and the requirement for bridges (special hardware used 
to interconnect more than 2 links). We summarize the author's work in answering 
such questions through the use of  stochastic models. 
Enhancing of Semigroups 
Michael Taksar, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, USA 
We consider a semigroup 3-, and finite excessive with respect o this semigroup 
measure u. It is proved that under usual conditions on the semigroup 3-,, one can 
always find a semigroup fit such that fftl ~ 1 and J-t >/g ,  and the measure u is 
invariant with respect o if,. 
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This result can be extended to the infinite excessive measures v, satisfying the 
fol lowing two condit ions 
(1) For  each F such that u (F )<oo,  
vS - , (F )+0 as t+oo,  
(2) There exists SP>0, such that v -z ,3 j  is a finite measure. 
It is also proved that if v is an extreme excessive measure then ~, is unique up 
to measure z,. 
Weak Convergence of a Sequence of Nonnegative Pure Markov Jump Processes to 
Bessel Diffusions 
Keigo Yamada, University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan 
Let {X.( t ) ,  t I> 0}, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  be a sequence of  nonnegative pure Markov jump 
processes whose evolution with respect o posit ive and negative jumps is descr ibed 
by 
P(X . ( t+ ~7)- X.(t)  c B IX.(t ) = x) = (A.+(x) ~7 + o(-q))P.+(B, x), 
P(X . ( t ) -  X . ( t+ ~7) c B JX.(t) = x) = (A ~(x) T? + o(~) )P . (B ,  x), 
B~(R+) ,  R +=(O,co).  
We give sufficient condit ions under which suitably normal ized processes of  {X,,(t)} 
converge weakly to Bessel diffusions. In this the behavior  of  local descr ipt ions (i.e., 
A~(x) and P~(B, x)) at x = oo plays an important  role. Set 
= x P .  (dx, oo), 
R + R + 
k. =[A+(oo)m+(oo)+A~(oo)rn~(oo)] '/2, Y . ( t )=X.(nt ) /k .x /n .  
Then under heavy traffic condit ion,  i.e., 
~-n[A+ + 
° (oo) /~.  (oo)  - • ~(~)~ :(~)] -+ ct ~< 0 
and other condit ions such as a L indeberg condit ion on jump sizes and a rate 
condit ion for the convergence A~(x)/~.(x) - A ~(oo)tz.~(oo) ~ 0 as n ~ oo and x -~ 0% 
it can be shown by using almost the same calculus as in Yamada [1] that the process 
{ Y.} converges weakly to a Bessel diffusion with drift. 
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